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Introduction
Some companies are hesitant to integrate email newsletters into their inbound marketing
strategy. They may argue that email newsletters are time consuming and don’t offer
enough ROI. Maybe they feel that Instagram is glossier and Twitter is flashier when it
comes to attracting and retaining new business. However, by disregarding the power
of email marketing done correctly, companies are missing out on one of the most
successful components of a winning marketing strategy. In 2019, 80% of marketers
reported an increase in email engagement. So, where do you start?
Enter: your email newsletter.
An email newsletter not only increases your audience’s understanding and knowledge
of your organization, but when done correctly, is a cost-effective business boost.
Now that you’ve decided you want to kickstart an email newsletter campaign or
revamp your old newsletter, read on for our best practices to get your email
newsletter up and running. In this ebook you will choose which type of newsletter
is best for your company, design and optimize your newsletter, and get inspired
by the most successful newsletters out there. Let’s get started!
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Email Marketing
Free Certification Course
HubSpot’s free email marketing certification will help you master the
fundamentals of email marketing. Learn how to build lists, create and send
high-performing emails, understand deliverability, and analyze your campaigns.
Sign up for 10 free email marketing lessons and
over 3 hours of email marketing education.

Start Your Email Marketing Certification Today
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Types of
Newsletters

Blog Emails
Best suited for companies with an existing and active blog
community, blog post centered email newsletters are ideal for driving
traffic directly to your content. Blog newsletters are less focused on
longform writing and more consumed with short, punchy writing that

One of the most common early-stage

encourages readers to click on the links you provide. With your blog

newsletter issues that people run into is

newsletter you won’t need thousands of words to convince readers

inconsistency. When a reader subscribes

to dive deeper into your brand, instead they’ll do it naturally after you

to your newsletter they will do so with

show them your value through persuasive writing.

certain expectations. In order to fulfill
(and surpass!) their expectations, create
a focused outline for your newsletter

Event Roundups

and stick to it. Each time you send out

Whether your company is hosting or participating in an upcoming

a newsletter, it should follow the same

event or not, many companies opt to create a monthly or quarterly

format so your reader knows what to

event newsletter for a particular location or category. This can bring in

expect. The type of newsletter you send

audiences that surpass your brand itself if you can find the hidden gem

to your subscribers should hit the sweet

events that others may not know about. The goal of this newsletter is to

intersection of their preferences and

provide your readers with relevant events and surface events in your

your company’s content strategy,

industry that may benefit from a boost to the right audience.

choose wisely.

It’s a win-win and can help to jumpstart comarketing efforts.
The copy should direct the reader to complete one clear action—check
out the event. Newsletter subscribers do not want to be overwhelmed
with information, so keep it short and informative, include images from
your events, and link readers right to future event registration.
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Compilation Style

Customer Emails

Ideal for companies in an expansive industry who do

Designed to promote new products, features, or services,

not generate a lot of their own content, compilation

announce collaborations, and advertise for events, customer

style email newsletters collect relevant content from

emails are a useful marketing tool for any sized business,

other websites to create their own focused

particularly ecommerce companies. Remember to write

newsletter. The content of each newsletter may vary,

friendly, casual copy and use inviting images that stay true to

but within each weekly email there should be a clear

your brand and mission statement. If your newsletter doesn’t

theme. Compilation style emails are ideal for industry

believe in the mission of your company, your customer will

experts whose goal is for subscribers to buy a

be able to tell and they’ll be turned away before you have the

service. By compiling and linking to all relevant

chance to tell them about the upcoming Spring Sale.

articles in your field, you can demonstrate to your

Ecommerce brands can leverage customer emails to share

reader why your service stands out from the rest.

promotions, sales, and new products.

Lead Nurturing Emails
Once you’ve collected a database of leads, you know that they are interested in your product or service.
They may want to follow your brand but aren’t quite ready to make a purchase or become a member. Regularly
emailing leads or prospects keeps your brand at top of mind and can help folks become familiar with your brand
at their own pace. Businesses who prioritize lead generation see 50% more sales at two thirds the cost of leads
that aren’t nurtured. Start a lead newsletter and share company or product updates along with short and longform content or news stories about your company, then share weekly or monthly.
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The Elements
of a Great
Newsletter

Start with a Creative Subject Line
How many emails do you receive every day? Now, how many do you open?
An enticing, creative subject line is the first ingredient you need to cook up a
winning email newsletter. Even after you gain subscribers to your newsletter,
there’s no guarantee that they will open your emails once they arrive in their
overflowing inbox. Don’t fall into the trap of attempting to increase familiarity

Your email newsletter is only as

in your brand by using the same subject line every time, instead add the

successful as your content is compelling.

elements of incentive and urgency to your newsletter right there in the

When determining what content to use,

subject line to entice engagement. See our step-by-step subject line recipe.

remember the 90/10 rule. Content should
be 90% educational, 10% promotional.

Choose Your Call-To-Action

No matter how wonderful your products
and services are, your subscribers don’t

What makes a newsletter a newsletter is its substance. The body of each

want to read about them 100% of the time.

installment will feature multiple pieces of content, with multiple calls-to-

Instead, subscribers will be more inclined

action (CTAs), each with varying degrees of prominence. If you bombard

to purchase from you if you dedicate the

your reader with multiple, urgent CTAs in each newsletter then the chance

majority of your newsletter substance to

of them unsubscribing due to being overwhelmed goes way up. Instead,

education and relevant information that

each newsletter should feature one prominent CTA. Space out other, more

pertains to your industry and their inter-

minimal or less time sensitive CTAs in the background, but only use one CTA

ests. Then, when you have exciting news

as the spotlight each week. Once you choose your email’s CTA it should be

or a promotional update to share with

very clear how your subscriber should respond to it (should they click a link

subscribers, they will be more open and

to a featured blog post, or do they need to forward the email to five friends

attentive to your offer.

to be entered in a drawing for a branded hoodie?). A moment of confused
hesitation on the part of your reader is a moment lost.
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Don’t Let Your Design Distract

Image via HubSpot

Just because each newsletter only has one CTA doesn’t mean the whole
thing shouldn’t be compelling. It’s important to note, enticing design does
not mean bold and overstimulating. You want your newsletter’s design
and copy to enhance your CTAs, not distract from them. When designing
your newsletter, lean into white space. Most newsletters are read on
mobile devices or on the move, so to keep eyes on your letter be sure to
stay away from visual clutter and keep design simple and streamlined.
The same goes for your newsletter copy. You don’t want readers to
spend all day on your newsletter, you want to use your newsletter as a
springboard to a secondary site such as your company landing page
or blog. Your newsletter copy should give subscribers a taste of your
content, and then move them along toward a CTA.

Let Readers Unsubscribe
At first this may feel backward, don’t we want readers to stick around for as long as possible? That’s true, but you also want
subscribers who are active and engaged. When readers no longer want to be on your emailing list, there should be a clear
unsubscribe button for them to click. This way you will keep your subscription list healthy, while maintaining an accurate read
on who your newsletter is reaching. After they hit their clearly marked unsubscribe button, but before they are redirected,
ask them why they are leaving. By adding a simple poll to the unsubscription process you’ll find out if your newsletter is too
cluttered, too pushy, or too… what?
8
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Setting Up Your Newsletter

Before you send out your first email newsletter there are some decisions you need to make and trials you need to run.
Make your way through our newsletter preparedness checklist to ensure you haven’t missed a step.

Email Newsletter Checklist
Gather your newsletter content
Determine a cadence that works
best for your audience

Gather Your Newsletter Content
Now that you have your newsletter goal and email marketing
strategy planned, it’s time to gather your newsletter content.
Your content will depend on what goals you have set for your
newsletter and how often you will be sending it out. A daily

Choose your email tools or software

newsletter looks a lot different than a monthly newsletter,

Design your template

in both how active you will be in its creation and how active

Set your email newsletter size
Support your newsletter with alt text
Make sure you’re legally compliant
Test your browsers

you expect your subscribers to be. Start your content
gathering at the source: your company’s blog and social
media accounts. Then, once you have built a base CTA
for your first newsletters, gather more lead-generation
content, copy from internal newsletters, and company
training documents as fodder for content.

Send your newsletter!
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Determine a Cadence that Works
Best for Your Audience
Not all audiences look alike. Ask your subscribers for help when it
comes to cadence, or start slow and work your way towards weekly
sends. Send out a quick survey or let your audience sign up for daily,
weekly, or monthly emails. You’ll learn the best cadence through
experimentation, testing, and surveys. Monitor open and click rates
by day, time, and certain lists (like location, age, or company size.)

Choose Your Email Tools or Software
Email newsletters require an email tool beyond the capabilities of
your personal Gmail or Outlook account. You’ll need a tool that may
be built into your CMS, a standalone tool, or a suite of tools that work
together, like HubSpot’s email tool that works with your contact and
list management, marketing, and sales. When choosing the right
tools or software for your email program, consider the skill levels
of who will be creating and sending your emails. For those without
much design or coding skill and limited resources, opt for an email
software with built-in personalization, optimization, and design tools
so you can be free to create and test emails and get results. Bonus
points for offering pre-made templates.
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Design your Template
Now that you know what your newsletter will sound like, it is time to move on to what it will look like. Before implementing
the copy into the newsletter, have your design team (or get right in there yourself, using a drag-and-drop email editor)
create a template for each installment of the newsletter that has minimal text and color (as to not distract from the copy).
This template shouldn’t be flashy or too bold, you don’t want the design to over power the message of each newsletter.
The design should make it easy for your subscribers to read and click the necessary elements of your email, while also
being mobile-friendly. Remember, these newsletters will be read on the move and their templates should be compatible
with smartphones and tables. The good news is, there are a ton of pre-made templates available to you when you sign up
for HubSpot’s Email Marketing Tool.

Image via HubSpot

Set your Email Newsletter Size
When you can’t control how your subscriber
views your newsletter, you need to be sure
your email sizing is universal. The majority of
email providers default newsletter sizing to
600px with 30px padding on each size, which
– if not sized correctly – will squeeze your
newsletter and render it unreadable. Therefore, it’s crucial to design your newsletter to fit
inside that 600px universal width sizing.
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Support your Newsletter with Alt Text
Now that you’ve added your copy to your newsletter template, you
are almost ready to send it off to your subscribers. But before you do,
be sure to back up any images in your newsletter with alt text—the text
that will be visible if your reader’s email provider can’t support your
images. While you’re at it, be sure your newsletter also looks great
in plain text. Since some email providers don’t support HTML, you
still want your links to be easy to click and your newsletter simple to
follow regardless of display.

Make sure you’re Legally Compliant
Before you hit “Send,” be sure that your emails are all good
from a legal perspective. The two biggest laws you need to
worry about? CAN-SPAM and GDPR.
CAN-SPAM requires that you have a

GDPR is a similar but more comprehensive privacy law that passed in Europe

footer in your email with your address

in 2018, requiring (among other things) that email marketers only send

and an easy way to unsubscribe from

newsletters to those people who have manually opted in to receive them.

your emails if they don’t want to

In other words, wherever on your website you collect email subscribers, you

receive them anymore.

cannot automatically check the “opt-in” box for them if these recipients live
in Europe. They must deliberately check this box themselves.
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Test your Browsers
Not all email providers are built the same, they all have a different way to read code. So, before sending
out your newsletter, test it out on different browsers to make sure it maintains your intended degree of
readability, no matter how it is received. What looks great in your Gmail inbox, in Chrome on your Mac
will look different on your coworkers Android in Outlook. Take the time to test your newsletter in all the
most popular browsers and email providers, so you aren’t stuck troubleshooting it after launch.
Or, let HubSpot’s Email Preview Tool test your emails on different providers for you.

Send your Newsletter!
Here it is, the moment you’ve been waiting for! You’ve added
all the most enticing elements to your newsletter and checked
every step of the creation process off your list. Now, double
check that all intended newsletter recipients have subscribed
to receive your email, and hit send! Sit back, high-five your
team, and wait for the data to roll in.
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Optimizing your Newsletter

Congratulations, you’ve sent out your first email newsletter and officially kicked off the next leg of your email marketing
campaign! Now that your newsletter is floating before the eyes of the public it is time to find out what is working, what
could be working better, and what success looks like to you.
Remember, optimizing your newsletter doesn’t happen overnight. These changes should be made gradually and one at
a time so you can better track the success of your newsletter. Testing and optimization will pave the way for the day you
get to tell your boss you’ve reached your thousandth, hundred-thousandth, or millionth subscriber!

How will you measure your newsletter’s success?
When launching a fresh newsletter or revamping your company’s outdated one,
you will be tracking its success in a few different ways. In order to make sure you are
tracking the most productive metrics, think back to when you first decided to start
this newsletter. What were your goals for this project? Did you want to drive blog
traffic? Sell tickets to your quarterly conference? Turn more leads into customers?
Depending on your goals, determine which metrics you need to keep an eye on in
order to reach them. Tracking the following metrics will draw you a comprehensive
picture of how well your newsletter is doing, which in turn will show you where you
should be focusing your efforts moving forward.
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Opens
Opens tell you how effective your subject lines are. They are also a good
clue as to how well your subject line matches your brand and whether your
recipients are expecting an email from you or not. Make sure your brand
identity is clear in your sender name, tone, and in the content of your
subject line. Use A/B testing to see what type of content your audience is
looking for. Analyze ongoing campaign performance including open rates
(how many people opened your email compared to how many you sent it
to) and click rates (how many people clicked links in your email compared
to how many opened). Email engagement analysis can help you optimize
your email sends to be the most effective they can be.

Clicks

Conversions

You didn’t create and send your email newsletter so it would fill

Now that you have an eye on what readers are

inboxes, stay unread, and get deleted. Tracking clicks is the first

clicking on within your newsletter, watch for what

metric you should track to determine if your newsletter is driving

they do after they click. Are your clicks being

engagement, and how much. Track which internal email links are

converted into event signups? Are the clicks

getting clicks, then adjust your content strategy based on your

responding to CTAs in a linked blog post? How

pre-determined goal. Monitor your click through rates (CTRs) and

often are clicks converting to purchases?

conversion rates and track them against email program goals. Put

Regardless of where the clicks are leading, you

your most successful content in the most prominent location, right

should be monitoring these conversions so you

at the top of the email and test until you find the sweet spot for

can continue to provide the type of content that

engagement with your audience.

your readers are interacting with the most.
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List Growth
Now that your base subscriber list is actively consuming your newsletter, it’s
time to grow your list. The more eyes on your newsletter, the quicker you will
hit your monthly goals. Of course, list growth isn’t the driving force behind
newsletter creation. Fewer active subscribers is better than more inactive
subscribers, but it is still smart to track your list growth over time.
Encourage readers to share your newsletter with friends and use social
media to boost signups.

Forward Rate
One way to grow your subscriber list is an increased forwarding rate. And if you
are trying to get readers to forward your emails, you need to watch how many
people are getting the newsletter forwarded to them. Unfortunately, email
marketing programs are unable to track how many people click the “Forward”
button on your email, but instead you can include an incentivised CTA with a
trackable link to invite friends to subscribe, then track clicks on that link.

ROI
If you created your newsletter with the intention of growing your business,
you will want to track the return on investment of your newsletter. By tracking
how many visitors, leads, customers and how much revenue your newsletter
is generating you will learn the success of your newsletter.
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How will you improve these metrics?
Now that you are monitoring multiple aspects of your newsletter and have determined what is working and what could be
working better, it’s time to take action to improve these metrics. Follow these tips to get the most out of your email newsletter.

Email New Contacts Within the First 24 Hours

Send your Emails from a Real Person

If you don’t have an automated workflow set up, it’s crucial

By sending your newsletter from a real person, as opposed

to email new signups within the first 24 hours of their sub-

to from “Marketing Team,” your email open rate will in-

scribing to your newsletter. Not only will you get an idea for

crease. Think of it this way, aren’t you always more inclined

what future engagements with this reader look like based

to trust a personalized email rather than a generic one?

on their response, but you will be communicating your com-

Your, and your subscriber’s, inbox is already flooded with

pany’s expectations to them in turn. To not miss out on this

spam and automatically generated emails, by sending your

window of opportunity, implement an automated workflow

newsletter from a specific person you are reminding your

setup like HubSpot’s Workflows App to create automated

reader that you took the time to create this content espe-

emails that are triggered when a contact interacts with you

cially for them. Make sure to monitor your reply inbox in

in a variety of ways. Communicating early will help your

case subscribers have questions for your team.

readers recognize your brand right away and keep your
emails top of mind.
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Keep your Newsletter Concise
If you have noticed a significant drop in click rates or
an increase in unsubscribers, the problem may be as
simple as the length of your newsletter. Subscribers
don’t want reading your newsletter to feel like a chore,
so keep it short. To keep your email short and sweet,
write it as if you are speaking directly to the reader. Keep
it casual and informal. If you determine your email has to
be long, break it up into neat, chewable paragraphs. You
don’t want to overwhelm your subscriber, newsletters are
meant to be an enjoyable, informative read, not a lecture.

Focus on One Call-To-Action per Newsletter
If your click rates have decreased, it may be because
there are too many clickable options in your email and
your reader exits your newsletter overwhelmed. Don’t
make your reader work too hard to engage with your
content. Make it easy for them by choosing one clear CTA
per newsletter, and make it obvious what that CTA is by
putting it on a button. Place your CTA button in a visible
location where it makes sense for it to live.
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Examples of Successful Newsletters

For the ultimate email newsletter inspiration, here are examples of
brands that are doing it right—and have the returns to show for it.

Business and Financial Newsletters
Robinhood Snacks
With a winning combination of humor
writing and easy explanations, they’ve
made reading financial news not only
casual, but enjoyable
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Business and Financial Newsletters
Morning Brew

Fizzle

By combining personal interest stories with financial

For casual, honest, business news aimed at entrepreneurs

news, they are a great source for timely links across

who want weekly tips on building a business written just

industries while keeping it light and breezy

for them by a friend
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Daily News Newsletters
Below the Fold

Buffer

Instead of flipping a newspaper past the headlines, to the

A short and sweet newsletter that covers all the latest

important daily stories that are easy to miss, they have

social media news you could ever want, and more

compiled every day’s need-to-know articles in one place
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Daily News Newsletters
TheSkimm

NYTimes Morning Briefing

A daily roundup of the most relevant news

Worth the 20-minute read, this daily newsletter

delivered in short, punchy paragraphs chock

summarizes global news’ top stories when you

full of delightful and informative copy

have the time to dig a little deeper
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Marketing Newsletters
Non-Obvious Insights

The Professional Freelancer

Covering what’s what in the marketing world weekly,

For freelancers and those who hire freelancers,

this newsletter delivers you all the updates you need

this is a practical advice newsletter delivered

without overwhelming you with their design

weekly on Friday
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Marketing Newsletters
Litmus

Newscred

You would expect the newsletter for an email marketing

A showcase for their ready-to-use content

testing company to excel, and this one does by delivering

marketing strategies, this newsletter is chock

you interesting content within an original template

full of fresh marketing insights and tips
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Web Newsletters
BrainPickings

Medium

Delivered to your inbox every Sunday morning, readers

Offered both daily and weekly, the blog-publishing

are given the week’s most unmissable articles about

platforms delivers great content right to your inbox so

psychology, creativity, science, art, and design

you don’t have to tread through the slush to find what
you’re looking for
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Ecommerce Newsletters
REI

InVision

The recreational sports outfitters’ newsletter does

A weekly digest of top performing blog posts

what many ecommerce vendors struggle to do,

and a roundup of design links peppered with the

promote good products with good content

occasional competition, this is a modern and high
performing newsletter
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Ecommerce Newsletters
Shopify

eMarketer

Whether you are a regular user of Shopify or not,

For daily briefings on all the

their newsletter is a useful and practical mix of

Ecommerce news work covering, and for the

advice, industry news, and interviews

latest tech news the new eMarketer Tech
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Customer Emails
Everlane

Jins

This socially-conscious retailer offers curated

A straightforward newsletter for the eyewear

looks using their products in a visually

company, this email focuses on highlighting products

appealing newsletter

while encouraging readers to come in to their store
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Customer Emails
Home Depot

Unsplash

Offering DIY tips and instructions, tool

The image sharing platform sends out both a weekly

recommendations, and project ideas, this newsletter

and monthly newsletter, the former with a selection

is informative and a great way to showcase products

of curated images and the latter with partnership updates
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Nonprofit Newsletters
Opening Act

National Wildlife Federation

This newsletter showcases events, educational

By sharing educational articles that include a

information, and news from the students they serve

prominent CTA and promoting running contests, this

while encouraging donations to support their programs

newsletter boosts engagement beyond the email
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Nonprofit Newsletters
ALS Therapy Development Institute

Habitat for Humanity Local Chapters

ALS TDI, famous for their ice bucket challenge,

Habitat offers local updates and community members’

encourages readers to start their own fundraisers and

stories as well as opportunities to volunteer, build,

shares research that is funded by their subscribers,

and donate

along with community (and virtual) events
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Email Marketing
Free Certification Course
Whether you’re a seasoned email marketing professional
or new to marketing, sign up for HubSpot’s Email
Marketing Certification. With the ever-changing world of
digital marketing, our email marketing course will help
you create and grow a successful email program.

Sign up

Email Marketing Software
HubSpot’s Free Email Marketing tool helps
businesses send email, nurture leads, and acquire new customers. Marketers of any skill level,
with and without design support can create
and send beautiful emails for free.

Get started free
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